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The purpo

ABS Tin T

Lhi- p- to earnine the oxtent

Leaching methodology that was actually bcincj praciccd

the full-time instructional staff at Ma atee Junior

C llege in the spring semester of the 1 74-75 academic

year. The determination of the methodology being used

was made by surveyilg the faculty with an open-ended

questionnaire.

The r sults of these questionnaires were analyzed

and positive recornniendabions were made for the improve-ent

of these methodologies. The recom- ndations consist

primarily of a proposed in-service professional develop-

ment program. The program calls fox the use of consultants

through a series of two-day workshops. The total program

to be a faculty-originated, faculty-dev loped and faeulty-

administered procedure. The proposal contains suggestions

for selecting a consultant, developing and originating the

program and approximate costs of the program _s well as a

roe for funding it.
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i NTROOuCI ION

purpose in this paper was to examine the extent

teachi g methodology that was actually being practiced

by the full-tirre tru ti personnel at ManaLee Junior

College (MJC) in the spring semester of the 1974-75 acaciemi

year. -hrough informal discussions with faculty members,

the writer has observed a faculty awareness of the need

for us -g sound instructional techniques. However, those

discuss ons usually dealt in generalizations and there

was very little mention of specific contemporary learning

theories. It was hoped th-t when faculty members were

confronted with the task of putting words on paper, the

true nature of instructional strategies would emerge and

that rhetoric would be separated from practice.

Manatee Junior College is a public institution support-

ed by the State of Florida. It is fully accredited and is

located in a large housing development on Sarasota Bay

midway between the cities of Bradenton and Sarasota. It

serves approxi ately thirty-five hundred students per sem-

ester. Of these, seventeen hundred are part-time and eighteen

hundred a:_ full-time. These students reside primarily in

Manatee and Sarasota Countie0; although, students from other
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counties in Floric attend MJC. The enrollment also n-

eludes students from a number of other tItates and na-ions.

The primary components of the economy of the atea

rved by MJC are agrieulture, light industry and tourism.

There is also sori c! phosphate ng tflh1 a substantial

amount of shipping through a deepwater port.

By legislative enactment, Manatee Junior Collecre was

directed to provide three types of higher education, in-

cluding a unive y-parallel cur ulum; (b) courses

designed to rneet the vocational-professional need of the

Manatee-Sarasota communi-..y; and (c) a program bf adult

education. In addition to these mandated function- MJC

has established itself -- one of the leaders in ea _u ty

ar and cultural activiti s.

M--atee Junior College began its first clasc-es

fall of 1958. This year it will serv= .-ore than five

thousand stud nts.

The students of MJC are served by sixty-six full-ti

faculty (defined as -emching at least twelve semester hour':

and one hundred ten additional staff members, including

administrators, par -time faculty and professional assistants.

Of the .-.ty-six full-time teaching faculty, ten hold a

doctorate and the remainder have masters degrees.

An examinati n of current records at MJC shos.zed that
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these degrec in a variety of academic discip-

In view of the fact that I4JC is solely a teachinq institu-

tion it

full-time

This abs

ir ising to discover that only five of tho

actional staff had degrees

c of sP

n education.

fled degr es in -u- ion combined

th teaching as being the primary obj ctive o MJC hc

prompted this study of the instructional methods and

techniques actually being practiced at WIC.

This study was limited to the full-time tea hing

faculty. This restriction was imposed Lo --sons:

(1) the full-time faculty determine the quality and direc-

tion of the instructional program and (2) the a t time

pe_ onnel experience a high turn over rate, it would

not be possible to establish a general pattern by sampling

the current part-time faculty.

The success of anatee Junior College as measured in

terms of its graduates would be described as better than

average for Florid- Community Colleges._ Rec-nt stati-tics

from the Dean of Occupational Education show that all 1974

graduates of the two-year degree programs were either employ-

ed or were able to obtain employment in their areas -f prep-

ar-tion. TheMJC students who transferred to four-year

institutions in Florida had an overall grade p i-t average

of 2.93 which ranks third among all the studen

7
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICA

Introduction,

xl view of its teaching mission the community college's

nost important element, after the student is the faculty.

As indicated by Monroe (1972, p. 254), student discontent

is nore a result of poor indifVerent te ching than it is

of irrelevant curricula. It is also reported by Monroe

that most students evaluate their college experience in

terns of the human equation--the faculty and the extent

the fac lty has had personal concern for the student. It

was the intent of this study to help identify those teaching

methods and techniques of the faculty at MJC that help them

fulfill their role-in the human equation.

Relation Between Learnin Theorie and Teaching Strategies
_

Mouly (1968, p. 310) defines teaching as the facilitation

f learning. Mouly (1968, p. 31 ) also concludes that although

the learner must do the learning the teacher is a determining

factor with respect to both the learner's progress and the

final status he will atain. H- also concludes that if the

teacher is to provide the stude t with effective guidance in

learning t is imperative that'he know specific-ily what
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rel, he is to play and ehe chniques by which effectivc

learning can be promoted. That is, he inuut _e knowledge -)le

in le-rning theories and fie must employ Leaching s

that will i plement

Addi ional documentation that estab ishes a dir,et

connection between learning -,heo:r jes an0 teaching strat-egics
is provided by Bernard (1965, p. 440, who summarizes hin

findings in the follow_ g otatement. "It has b-en shown

that the n_ture of learning and its various theoretical

explanations can be utilized to make the work of the teacher

more effective. It is up to the teacher to use all available

knowledge in attempting t: solve specific classr om problems.

The teacher must also contiiue. to seek better answers from

conte -porary literature. Only the growing teacher can ,tim-

ulate optimum growth in the pupils."

Current Promotion of Teacher Growth at MTC

At Manatee Junior college the e has been no welldefined

plan, with stat-d means and objectives, for enhancing teacher

performance. The activitie,, in this area have been limited

to the actions taken by lndiVidual teachers. These improve-

me t activIties have consisted, prima 'ly, of additional

graduate work, and attendance-at state and national meetings

While these experiences may enhance the individual teacher,

they provide little c pu- ide impact on the student.
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aining of MJC Faculty Compr to F rinual Norni

hics a-- usually

analyze than attitudes and feelingf-

th community college teachers ' compe

earned and previous e

Ilect and

studies deal

P. comprehensive

nal --udy meas ring the previ'us statistics was undL

Laken by Medsker and Tillery in 1971. 4. 1siver and Tillery

report that nationwide, 77.7 percent of the community c llege

teachers hold masters degrees, 8.6 percent held doctorate

deg es and over 10 percent he]d bachelor degrees (Medsle

and Pillory, 1971, p. 88). The Medsker and Tillery study

supports an earlier study made by Gleazer (1968) . Gleazer

summarized the degfee status of community college instrucos

by stating that "national studies over an eight-year period

1957-1965) show n significant change in the proportion of

the new junior college teachers whe have the doctorate (6.2

percent ), or those witl one year of advanced credit beyond

the masters degree (20.7 percent ). The proportion of new

teachers holding the masters degree rose from 43.6 percent

to 51.3 percent, while that of new teachers starting full-

time service before achieving a masters degree de.lined from

28.1 percent "ED 21.8 percent" (Gleazer, 1968, p. 114)

These statistics are similar to those reported by Graybe

(1970, p. 10): 6.2 percent had doctoratc, 27.7 percent had

ii
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maNtxrn decjree p1 M2 t held ma

degree and 16.1 percent had los2 tha- a masters dcgrtui .

Based upon Lhe provio_ ly mentioned nati nal otudies,

aPpe that community coil ge teachers are adoquately

od to teach the Dject matter fields at the community

collcgc 1 ve1 . exanibation Ale acad mic credQualials

of the MJC facui ty 5howed a favorable comparison wiLh national

qualifications Usi_n9 the local statistics mentioned in the

introduction cLion of this paper, the ojg remilts of

the MOC faculty p epa a ion are noted: doctorates (15 percent)

and masters degree (85 p ent).

a liLy as a F c

Although this study did not deal directly with the pro-

fessional personalities of the teaching faculty at MJC, it

is r -ognazed that there are factors of attitudes and feelings

that contribute to the tacher's eff4ctiveness. A classi-

fication of teacher personalities that appears to be applicablcJ

to the MiC factilty has been made by McK-efery (1959, pp. 2-4)

Thre types of teach rs are identified according to how

they value the student as compar d with subject matter The

first identified is the specialIst. This is the teacher who

lo- c- his subject matter above all othe- considerations. He

may or may not have a doctorate degree, but his seif-satis-

factioA comes from developing a reputation for being a good

12



scholar, for iliaRing dentaricling asjqiTrLents arzd fz rtiai_nt

high staniards by flunking thirty percent or mere of hi
students He may be more i-terested i-- re earch tha
teactirg-

Me second type is the generali t. He is trtore c.oricenerl

with the teaching process than witii scho .arshj n atxbjecz

matter nis type of teacher has orn acadeitii e interestS

arid probably more interest in _ubject matter tiiai iii txklen

bat iiE primary interest is findinci better methods of ilteg

in9 and arganizincj subject matter Vio that st-ndents can Itialde

moxe breadt1 in their studies .

The thircl type is the untceiitred tctrr rho

moze

with the m stery of a specialized f ield of study- Sut.ch teach-

ers are likely to try eperimental teaching techniguaz arid
to attempt to make their courses reievart anti suitablA to
tilde ihdividu 1 capacities and interests of students..

Monroe 1972, p. 253) concLudes that a ocd tea Ibex Cannot

be identified by pers nality test 1owever, an attent was
made j this study to identify (by teaching rateg-y) tile M
faculty accerding to the three cis named above- ahis did
call f or soroe subjective judgeme t or the part of thee virLter,

Eox,veverr, in view of t le eieven year-s cf eLassronrm teaching

experience =In the community eolleq, these judgernallt8 May be

rsidered as being sound from a wcirkable ritzu dpoin Fo

med with the student' s reeds and problems than

9



wiample, a teacher who depends solely upon the lecture

method in the community college classroom, where there are

gxeat individual differences in 1 ailing styles, would be

classified as a specialist.

Summar

The application of learning theories is through the

teaching strategies employed by faculty ffembers. Currently,

tbore is no institutional plan at MJC that provides for the

tmprovement of these strategies. Preliminary investigation

and observation showed the WC faculty to compare favorably

With community college faculties nationally in the ar as of

academic preparation and professional personalities.

Tte main thrust of this study was to document the extent

of teaching sLrateies being practiced at MJC and to make

recommendations for the improvement of these strategies.

1 4



PROCEDURES

introduction

In this sec ion a description of the construction and

dministration of the data collection instrurent th t was

used in this study is given.

The discuss on of the athiilnistration of the i--trument

&mounts to a description of the randon sampling process

that was used; and the identification of the sample that

was gene ated from the population studied. There is also

a discussion of'data control problems that were incountered.

The conmentary on the construction of the data collection

instrument deals with two conditions: (1) how the instrument

was constructed, and 2) why it was constructed according to

a particular for at.

Construction of he Instrument

How the Instrument was Con u -d

The primary concern ln constructing the instrument

was to make every effort to ensure that it would m asure

"real world" data. A search of the literature revealed three

types of instruments that were judged suitable for the

11
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purpose of this study: (1) a struotnX d interview, Xerlinger

(1964, p. 469); (2) a nominal scale questi nnaire, Kerl ngex

(1964,

(1974).

A form, for possible use of each of three instrtments

mentioned in the previ us paragraph was written. The value

of these instruments was analyzed in the context of the type

of data to be collected and the target population. Fron

this base, the esSay response questionnaire as described by

Kelley (1974) was judged as being most applicable for the

study.

A revised form of the essay response questionnaire

was developed and used as the data gathering instrun nt

(Appendix 1).

422), and (3) an essay response questionnaire, Kelley

Ithy tl.stri __nen was Chosen

The first survey instrument considered was a structured

nterview schedule as described by Kerlinger (1964, p. 469).

This would have allowed for great latitude and would have

provided much data. However, the administration of this

instrument would not have been feasible within the given

time constraints of this study. Therefore it was rejected

on the basis of being too time consuming.

The second potential data gathering device considered

was a nominal scale questionnaire (K rlinger 1964, p. 422).

12
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If this questio ffaire had been used in the study, it would

have consisted of identifying the g_nerally accepted -each-

ing strategies and the faculty members would have been asked

to indicate which strategies they did and did not use. This

instrument wa- rejected because of the fear that these direct

and specific questions would stimulate responses that the

teachers retained tm theory, but not in practice. That is,

it vas rejected

to measure what

In view of

a questionnaire

on the basis that it would have a tendency

the

the

teacher knows instead

above considerations,

requiring an essay respon-

of what he does.

it was decided that

would be the most

objective and reliabl- This type of questionnaire was the

most difficult to answer and therefore 'would probably generate

less returns-than a mose,hi-hly str-ctured questionnaire.

However', in view of objectivity, an essay questionnaire was

selected. This is the type of instrument proposed by Kelley

(1974) as being the best for evaluation of instruction.

he Instruin

The questionnaire (Appen I) had two basic purpos s:

(1) To identify the teaching strategies currently being used

at Manatee Junior College and (2) to determine if the MJC

faculty has acquired minimal training im teaching methods

and learning the ri.es. The questionnaire (Appendix I) has

two componen (1) The respondent is as)ced_to describe

13
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his teachi g methods,:and (2) to indicate whether or not

-

he has had a formal course or courses in teach rig methods

and psychological learning theories.

Administra *on of the Instrumen

In anticipation of a possible low return rate on the

--vey questionnaire, it was decided that the instrument

would be distributed to a random sample of the faculty.

The random sampling vas accomplished by the tIse of a "random

generating function." This function was written in FORTRAN TV

programming language (Appendi V), and fed via punched cards

into the Manatee Ounior C-lie e IBM 360/40 computer. From

the program, a random sample of twenty-five facutly members

was generated. This sample, according to instructor nuMber,

contained the following outcomes: 159 005, 105, 141, 247,

285, 215, 134, 143, 115 434, 222, 230, 2611 238 447, 302,

256, 304, 234, 004, 334, 277, 174, 008.

In an attempt to obtain as many returns as possible,

the data gathering in trument (Appendix.I) vas hand-d livered

to each faculty member whose number appeared in random sample.

To further encourage responses, one week after the delivery

a phone call was placed to each faculty who had not yet

ponded. At the end of the second week, twenty-three of

twenty-five participar*s had responded. This gave a

jzj
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return rate of ninety-two percent. The reults and con-

clusions o:e this study was based upon these twenty-three

randomly selected faculty members.

19



RESULTS

An analysis of the returned que n aires (Appendix l)

revealed sixteen distinct teaching techniques being employed

at Manatee Junior College. These strategies (techniques)

and their symbolic representations are listed in the folLawing

table. Also listed in this table is the percentage of the

respondents -ho used a particular st...ategy.

Pe a e Distribution Table

TEACHING STRATEGY
IDENTIFIED

SYMBOLIC PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS
REPRESENTATION USING TEE STRATEGY

Audio-Visual Aicl. s A 35
Discussion B 65
Demonstration C 30
Guest Speakers D 4
Homework & Problem-Solving ,E 22
Independent Study !I 8
Individual Instruction G 43
Lab Activities H 26
Lecture I 91
Review of Tests J 13
Research 6 Term Papers I( 4
Role Playing . L 13
Self-Evaluation M 9
Small Group Vork N 27
Skits 0 4
Special Projects P 13

2 0



Appi-dix IV there is a matrix displaying the strat-

-egies-indicated by respondents. The strategies form columns

of matrix and respondent numbers constitute the rows. The

last two columns of the matrix contain the responses to

questions two and three of the guestionnaire, Appendix III

contains a graphic representation of the percentage table.

No atemOt has been made to write precise definitions

for -each of the teaching strategies identified by the gues-

tionnaire responses. it is assumed that these terms have

been used as the respondents perceived them in a nor-al

working context.

Not surprisingly, the most popular teaching device

of the Ale sample was the lecture. .The graph in Appendix

III shows that ninety-one percent of the sample use this

method. In view of the statement made by Halm-s (1975, p. 466)

that "the worst way to teach i- to talk" which is shared by

many others, this high percentage rate could be of concern.

However, an examination of the data display matrix (Appendix

IV.shows that only one respondent depends solely on the lect--

method. In ftct, forty-eight percent of the respondents

augment the lecture method with at least three additional

teaching devices. This suggests no effort should be made

ti eliminate the lecture but more. attention should be de-

voted to ita more judicious use.



These results show that the WC faculty believes that

student particip tion is an important component of the

learning proces. This is evidenced by the statistic

showing that sixty-fiv- percent of the sample uses the

discussion t ohnique as a teaching strategy. Although'

this study did not attempt to measure the success of the

discussion technique it does document the existence of a

core ofthe MJC fapulty who believe the student should be

a responsible participant in his own education. The rel-

atively wide variety of teaching strategies employed,by most

of the respondents indicates that moSt of the WC faculty

would be classified as generalist. There weae six respon-

dents" who shoved they used less than three strategies; thes

would be classif ied as specialist (as defined in the Background

and Significance section). There were no responses on the

questionnaires that indicated a classification of student-

centered.

An unexpected result was the low number of the respondents

thirty-five percent, using audio-visual aids as part of the'

teaching techni ues. Manatee Juni r College has excellent

audio-visual resources and it was surprising to find they

had such a relatively low utilization. In view of the proven

value of the use of audio-visual Aids an investigation as

to why they are not being used more at Manatee Junior College

should be undortaken.

2
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An interesting outco e of this study was the un-

expected numbers of faculty members giving students

individual instruction. The percentage distribution

table shows that individual instruction had more pop-

lalarity than the demonstration. technique. Although

this technique was used by only forty-three percent of

the faculty, this is evidence that there is concern for

individual differences. At least, this result suggests

that a receptive faculty group could be for ed to study

some of the more recent individual zed l arning programs.

If MJC is going to continue to operate successfully with

the open-door policy which geherates a student body with

a 'Wide range -f individual learning differences, more of

the faculty must make use of individual instruction tech-

niques.

Home- rk and problem-solving, and lab activities were

used respectively by twenty-two and twenty-six percent of

the faculty. These are traditlonal teaching strategies

and their relatively low use was not anticipated. One

possible explanation might be the high student/teacher

ratio at MJC. The teacher who is confronted with large

numbers of students is likely to avoid teaching strategies

that consume a great deal of his time. At least this

result is cause for concern and it is a topic that should

be explored through an activity such as a faculty workshop.

19
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The remaining eight str tegies identified by this

study were used by less than fifteen percent of the sample.

Thi is probably due to the degree of concern for teaching

methodology by the various -cademic departments. It is

alSo probably due in pa-t to subject area and class size.

Thisj'ris- not to imply that certain methods must be precluded

on the baSis of-class size and subject matter, but to empha-

ze that certain methods, such as the lecture, are used

because of their ease of application and not because they

are necessarily the best methods known. This result shows

that many effective teaching strategies are available and

are not being practiced by a substantial p rcentage of the

faculty.

This study revea ed. si.%teen distinct teaching,strategies

that-were employed by the MJC faculty. Only th ee of these

strategies: discussion, individual instruction, and lecture

were usedloy more than forty percent of the faculty. The

next two mdst popular techniques were audio-visual aids and

demonstration which were used by thirty-five percent and

thirty percent of the fa-ulty respectively. The re aining

eleven strategies bad a popularity of less than thirty percent

with the faculty and could not be considered as having wide-

spread use.

2 0
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An examination of the data display matrix (Appendix

II) shows that eighty three percent of the sample have

had courses in both teaching methods and psychological

learning theories. ThiS-suggests that a substantial

base of faculty members exists who would be receptive to

a study program for improving and augmenting teaching

methodo ogY,

2 5
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ILECOMENDATIONS

The purpose of this section is to propose a model

for in- ervice training that will improve and augment the

teaching methodolog7 at Manatee Junior College. The need

for this Proposed model was based upon the outcomes in

the results section of this study. The model itself is a

derivative of an in-service program proposed by Garrison

(1975, p. 18). The objective is to present a model that will

be feasible within the co straints of the Manatee Junior

College operation. These constraints are the first-hand

observations gained by the writer during a ten-year membe

ship of the BOC faculty. They include the personalities

and relationshi s among faculty and administration as well

as the limitations of time and budget.

The target of this proposed in-service program is a

campus-wide impact on the total college instructional tactics.

It will deliberately avoid those activities whose primary

function is to enrich the individual instructor, but usually

fall short of instutional impact. At this point it should be

admitted that the avoidance of those activities is in direct

conflict with some portions of a recent professional develop-

ment program prese ted by Hoem (1975, p. 32). The primary

diff rence b bre n the in-service program proposed in this

22
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paper and that proposed by Iloem one of emphasis.

Hoem's program conc ntrates on enrichment of the indvidua1

in tructor rath- than a general plan for campus-wide

i pact with thc enrichment of individual inntructorL; a2 a

component.

With regard to the comments in the previous parapraph,

tatement is now given as to what the in-service program

should not be:

(1) It sh uld not be a plan that calls for an individual

faculty member to take advanced courses in his field

of specialization.

(2) It should not be a short-term p oject such as partici-

pation in conferences, siminars, workshops or national

conventions that entail out-of-area travel.

It should not be long-term leaves. These may well provide

individual enrichment, but they are not likely to have

any college-wide impact.

(4) It should not be a prog a_ that serves as the means for

administrators torelay information or expectations to

faculty.

(5 ) It should not be an additional function of some admlnis-

trator with full-load responsibilIties. This would almost

guarantee that the in-service program will not get the

attention it requires to be successful.

23
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(6) It shoul: not be a hidden method of teacher evaluation.

S ne Lcaeliors have a slightly p view, and the

best way to combat it is Lo make the in seivicc pr_

1 ond v.luntary.

(7) it should not be a speech by an imported expert with no

planned f ilow-up. This has bee- tried at Manatee Jun

Co liege a-I the effect has been n gative.

cj

13 fore an eff ctive i-serviee pro--am can be implemented,

a healthy faculty attitude must exist. _t is believed-that

such an attitude will be realized if the faculty will accept

the following four basic pre ises:

1) A college should be a 1 arning pla e for its facul-y

well as its students.

(2) Improved personal-professional development leads in-

evitably to the improvement of performance and curriculum

development

The only certainty in the coming years about the community

college, their programs and their clientele is that these

will be in a continuous state of change. Therefore, the

p imary objective of an in-se v ce program should be to

provide the fa.utly with the necessary intellectual and

attitude tools and methods to deal with this change flex-

ibly and productively.

All in-serv_ce programs should be faculty-originated,

faculty-developed and if possible-faculty-administered.
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The concept of the proposed in- =rvice pro

simple. The basic idea is to make use of consultant_

through a series of workshops that are originated and

developed by the faculty. The effectiveness of the

grain depends primarily upon the selection of a qua 1-

fled consultant and the support and commitment of the

faculty.

Selection onsul ant

A c nsultant selected to serve as a resource person

in these workshops must be a person to have the expertise

in Helping faculty groups find ways to solve their o n

problems. A consultant with a special "package" to sell

should not be selected unless it has been determined that

the nature of the package will respond to the problem at

hand. The consultant should be hired on the liasis of sound

recommendations from on-b-a-d faculty and/ar colleag-es

from other colleges. He should not be chosen on hearsay or

supposed reputation. A poorly chosen consultant may have

a negative effect by making the faculty suspicious of the

next so-called "expert" brought to the campus.

Before a consultant is actually hired he should be

made aware in.writing, of the problems he is expected to

respond to and he should reply as to his proposed re..ponses

to the problem. After the communications have transpired,
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a sound judge ent as to the worth nf a consultant can

be made. The major point to keep in mind when hiring a

consultant is not to select a person whose primary skill

is in giving "inspirational speeches," but instead a per-

son's main contribution should be to help the faculty

develop the necessary tools to continue to solve their

problems on their own.

Due to the nature of the operating structure of

Manatee junior College the faculty commitment to an in-

service progiam could probably best be obtained through

the Faculty Senate. This approach was successful in ob-

taining college-wide support for the creation of a learning

enhancement center. The faculty's role in the establishment

of the learning enhancement center was similar to the commit-

ment needed for the proposed i -service program in the sense

that it was faculty-originated and faculty-dev lop d.

Originating the Program

Step one is to present the concept of the in-service

program to the P ofesslonal Affairs Committee of the Faculty

Senate. This committee would study the proposed program

for its merit and feasibility and make any changes it deemed

necessary (past experience with committees suggests this will

surely happen). The Professional Affairs Committee would

then present the program to the entire senate in the form

of a recommendation. It would be emphasized that participation
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in the program would be voluntary. After the program has

been ratified by the Faculty Senate, It -ould be submitted

to the administration for their approval and funding.

Implementation of the Program

Subsequent to administrative approval of the program,

the President of the Faculty Senate would serve as its

coordinator. He would work with the Executive Committee of

the Faculty Senate to implement the program. The first task

of the coordinator and his committee would be to determine

areas in which the faculty desires improvement of teaching

methodology. A good place to start would be to survey the

faculty with a questionnaire listing the sixteen teaching

strategies identified in this study and ask them to indicate

their study topic preference. The faculty should also be

requested to augment the stra egies listed by stating any

other areas of interest.

As the survey develops, the coordinator and his committee

will see patterns of similar needs. Th- coordinator should

then be able to establish a list of apparent priority problems

and select what appears to be the most pressing one as being

the point of departure. The coordinator should call together

interested faculty in this area and -ake sure the priority

identified is of genuine concern. With this same faculty

group, refine the problem to the point where there is
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a clear consensu9. At this point the coordinator should

obtain a consultant to deal with the identified probl

Based upon faculty response to previously conducted

faculty retreats, the con-ultant sh uld be used through ii

two-day workshop. The administration should grant the

interest d faculty released time from classes on a Friday

after oon. The workshop could then be conducted on Friday

fternoon, Friday evening and Saturd&y. The coordinator

should make sure the workshop is not so highly structured as

to prevent the faculty from focusing on their priority problem.

itially, the in-service program should be planned for

thl-ee work-1161)s per academic year; one during the fall sem-

ester and two during the spring semester. Only one workshop

suggested for the fall semester because of special problems

generated with incoming freshmen. The first workshop could

probably be most effe tively conducted during the first week

in NoVember; the second during the first week in February

and the third in the middle of April.

Cost_and Funding

Consultant fees vary widely and it is not possible to

give an exact cost figure. However, if $200 per day is used

a reference point and considering expenses as $300 per

visit, the cost per workshop would be only $700. This amounts

to an annual cost of $2,100 for three workshops. This is a
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small sume to pay when the possible professional gro th

and improved curriculum and instructio-- are conside-d..

Manatee Junior College is fortun-7e in having a

$50 000 annual budget for staff and program development

Using the $2,100 as the total cost of this proposed

service program, the expenditures of implementation would

.present_only four percent of the staff and program de-

velopment fund. This is the type of program that

encouraged by the guidelines of this fund and it Is the

type of program that should have direct bonefit to the MJC

students.

Surrunau

This recommendation is a proposed in-service pro r

for the professonal development of the Manatee Junior College

Faculty. It is to be faculty-originated, faculty-developed

and faculty-administered. The idea of the program is to use

consultants through a series of two-day workshops. Participa-

tion at the workshops is to be voluntary and the problems to

be pursued are to be identified by the facutly
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s for Ini.lementation

Since most of the sta-f and program development funds

have been encumbered for the Current year, implementation

of the proposed program will not be possible until the 19 5-

76 academic year. However, the Academic Dean and the asi-

dent of the Faculty Senate believe the plan has merit, and

it will thoroughly be considered as a campus-wide project

for the 1975-76 academic year.

3 4
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APPENDIX I

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR A PRACTICUM
PREPARED FOR NOVA UNIVERSITY
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR A PRACTICUM
PREPARED POR NOVA UNIVERSITY

This questionnaire is an attempt to measure the teaching

strategies being emploYed by the faculty at Manatee Junior

College. Would you ple- e write a brief, concise eassay

listing those techniques and methods that you'actually use

in your attempt to accomplish your teaching objectives. Keep

in mind that only "real-world" data is solicited; please do

not list methods that you do not use. Use extra sheets if

necessary.

Part I. Discuss the teaching strategies you use in the

attainment of your teaching objectives.
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Part
1. Have you had at least one formal cour e in ---eachi-- _-eth

Yes No

Have you had at least one formal course in psychological
theo -ies?

Yes 3 7



APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF TEACHING STRATEGY SYMBOLS
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DEFINITIONS OF TEACHING STRATEGY SYMBOLS

Zg..221,1iTiJ2L2.24a

Audio-Visual Aids

Discussion

Demonstration

Guest Speaker

Homework St Problem-Solving

Independent Study

Individual Instruction

Lab Activities

Lecture

Review of Tests

Research & Term Papers

Role Playing

Self-Evaluation

Small Group Work

Skits,

Special P

A



APPENDIX III

PERCENTAGE 'DISTRIBUTION GRAPH OF TEACHING STRATEGIES
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Percenta e Distribution Graph of Teachin% Str_4tegies1
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APPENDIX IV

DATA DISPLAY MATRIX
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0
'DATA DISPLAY MATRIX

Teaching Strategy Symbol
(continued)

# .A BC DE FGHI JKL MN 0 P

18

19

20

21

22

23

Q
u u
E E
S S
T T
I I
O 0
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APPENDIX V

C MPUTER PROGRAM TO GENERATE
NINE DIGIT RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTION
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO GENERATE
NINE-DIGIT RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTION

C FUNCTION TO PRODUCE NINE-DIGIT RANDOM NUMBER

FUNCTION RNG(N)

1 N3 = N * 3

2 N2 = N * 2

3 IF (N3 - 999999883) 7,

5 N3 = N3 - 999999883

GO TO 3

IF (N2 - 999999883) 9,

N2 = N2 - 999999883

GO TO 7

9 N = N2 -I- N3

10 'If Og - 999999883 11, 11, 10

11 Ig\= N - 999999999

12 RETURN

THE VALUE RETURNED FROM EACH USE OF THE FUNCTION SHOULD
BE HE ARGUMENT FOR THE NEXT USE
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